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Who Will Plant a Tree? 
 

Guided Reading 
 

While reading the book Who Will Plant a Tree?, use this activity to help you keep track of who planted the tree, and 
what kind of tree they planted. 
 
 
 

1. A squirrel planted an _______________________ tree. 
 
2. A black ______________ planted an apple tree. 

 
3. A goose planted a __________________________ tree.  

 
4. A ______________________ planted a palm tree. 

 
5. Ants planted __________________________ trees. 

 
6. A ______________________ planted a cherry tree. 

 
7. A beaver planted a ____________________ tree. 

 
8. A monkey planted a ___________________ tree. 

 
9. A __________________________ planted a pear tree. 

 
10. An owl planted an _________________________ tree. 

 
11. A __________________ planted seeds all over the rain forest.  

 
12. A camel planted a _________   ___________ tree. 

 
13. A wren planted a _____________________ tree. 

 
14. After learning about trees, students went on a _________ _________ and planted trees! 

 
15. Did an ______________________ plant a tree? 



Who Will Plant a Tree? 
 

Animal Count 
 

Study the pictures in the story Who Will Plant a Tree? and use tally marks to keep track of the objects you count as 
you read the story.  
 
 
 

 
Bears  
Geese  
Dolphins  
Ants  
Horses  
Monkey  
Moose  
Owl  
Pacu  
Camel  
Wren  
Elephant  

 
 

1. Which animal is pictured the most in the story? ____________________________________ 
 
2. Which animal is pictured the least in the story? ____________________________________ 

 
3. What animal is pictured three times in the story? ___________________________________ 

 
4. What three animals are pictured five times in the story? 

 
 

 ____________________     _____________________     ______________________ 
 



Who Will Plant a Tree? 
 

Migrating Letters 
 

In the book Who Will Plant a Tree?, as the geese migrate, and as wrens fly, they plant seeds.  Match the uppercase 
letter with the lowercase letter by drawing a line between them to create what will look like a flight path.  
 
 
 
 

A   v      D   s  
N   a      J   o 
V   r      O   j  
E   e      H   d 
R   n      S   h 

 
 
 
 

B   z      Y   l 
I   i      T   w 
Q   x      W   y 
X   q      P   p 
Z   b      L   t 

  
 
 
 

C   v      K   w 
G   f      D   c 
V   m      L   d 
M   c      W   l 
F   g      C   k 



Who Will Plant a Tree?  
 

Extra Page 
 
Think of an animal that you did not see in Who Will Plant a Tree?. Create a page that the author could use in the 
book. What type of tree would the animal plant? How would it plant the tree? Would it drop a berry, bury a seed, or 
would a seed be stuck in their fur? Be sure to draw a picture to go with your writing! 

 
Animal: ________________________________________________ 
 
Type of tree they would plant: ______________________________________________________ 
 
How the seed would be planted: ____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 



Who Will Plant a Tree?  
 

Creative Writing 
 

Plants need three very important things to survive. They need water, sunlight, and nutrients. Turn to the page in Who 
Will Plant a Tree? where the teacher is teaching her students about trees.  
 

Besides sunlight and water, what might be providing nutrients to the trees that the students are planting? 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Write a story from the perspective of a tree. How did your seed get planted? What did you need as a seed to survive? 
What kind of tree would you be? Be as creative as you would like to be! 
 
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 



 
 

Answer Key 
 
 
 

Guided Reading:  1) Oak     2) Bear     3) Chestnut    4) Dolphin    5) Pine   6) Horse   7) Maple    8) Fig   9) Moose   
10) Elm   11) Pacu   12) Date Palm   13) Juniper   14) Field Trip    15) Elephant 
 

 
Animal Count:  Bears:5   Geese:7   Dolphins:9     Ants:15     Horses:9     Monkey:5     Moose:2     Owl:2     Pacu:3     
Camel:6     Wren:5     Elephant:1                       1) Ants     2) Elephant   3) Pacu    4) Bears, Monkey, Wren 
 
 
Growing a Tree:  Soil 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


